ABSTRACT. The purpose of this paper is to prove a taming theorem for a codimension one manifold that is locally flat at some point and has 1-ULC complement. We also prove that any two sufficiently close locally flat embeddings of a codimension one manifold are ambient isotopic. Since this paper was first submitted, R. Daverman has shown that, given any point on a codimension one manifold with 1-ULC complement, some neighborhood of that point lies on a codimension one sphere that is locally flat at some points and has 1-ULC complement.
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Throughout this paper we will assume that M and Q ate topological (n -1)-and «-manifolds which are separable metric with metric d. We allow our manifolds to be possibly noncompact and with or without boundary. Throughout n(x, t) = (x, (r -l)/2)).
Proof. Choose real numbers aQ, a^, •.
•, a such that -1 = a. < a, < a, < •« • <a = 1, such that diameter D(x, «;_j. af) < e/3 for each x £Dn~2 and each i (0 < z < q) and such that a._ l > (a¿ -l)/2. Let b{ = (a¿ -l)/2. Then we have b._ l<bi< ai_ j < a¿ for each i (0 < i < q).
Choose £ ' (O <(' <f/3) so that for any x and x' e D"-2 we have distance (D(x, -1, l), D(x', -1, l)) < 3f' implies that distance (D(x, t), D(x', t)) < f/3 for all t £ [-1, l]. Choose r/0 (0 < r/g <f') so that for any x, x' e D"~2 we
Choose Tjj (0 < t/j <^tj0) so that N(bv a¿ 27/j) n [D (-l) for some x, e Dn~2. Hence h has the property that for each y £ E" either h(y) = y or else both lie in NiDix', -1, l), r¡0) for some x' £Dn~2. In particular, if y = f° n(x, t) (with ak < t < ak+y), then h(y) £ NiDix, -1, l), 2(). From the last paragraph we know that there exists an ix", t") such that a^ < t" < «fe + 1 the distance from h(y) to fix", t") <('. Hence from our choice of e we have distance from fix" , t") to fix, t") is less than e/3 and since distance from fix, t' ) to f(x, t) is less than e/3 we have that distance from hiy) = i° /° tt(x, t) to f(x, t) is less than e . D
The following is an immediate corollary, but states the result in the form we wish to use later.
Corollary. Let M be a connected topological (n -l)-manifold and let Q be a for any embedding / such that a*(/, h) < 8. Suppose further that N., a neighborhood of AUjD"-1), N4 C /V3, and 8 ate such that /V4 n/(Dn-1) Cfim^"'1) fot any S-approximation / of h. Last we choose U C N., U a neighborhood of hiaDn~ l), and 8 > 0 so that t/' is separated by f(Dn~ !) for any embedding / such that dif, h) < 8.
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Now let g: (Dk -aDk) x D"~k~ l -> E" be an embedding such that dig, h\ (Dk -aDk) x Dn~k~l) < 8 and we pick a small neighborhood W of g((lnt bDk -aDk) x Int bD"~k~l) that is separated by the image of g into two components W. and W' and suppose that W n Image of g = g((lnt bDk -aDk) x Int bDn~k-l).
Suppose that /: Dn_1 -» E" is an embedding such that / extends g and dif, h) < 8. Then V' and U' are separated by f(Dn~l) into sides U\ C V\ and (/!, C V\. Suppose that Wx and W2 are indexed so that W x n V'2 = 0= W2 n Vj. Then Proof. Pick a' and b so that a < a' < b and hibDn~ l) C N(h(aDn~ l), e).
Then apply Lemma 1 with e replaced by e/3 and a replaced by a'. Thus we obtain neighborhoods U C V C NihiaD"-1), e) such that the conclusions of Lemma 1 are satisfied. Let U 1(ÄQ) and U2ihQ) be the two sides of h(Dn~l) in U. Similarly define U.(h.) and V{(h.) so that U^h^) and l/j(ij) are on the "same side". Since V2(hQ) is 1-LC at each point of hQ(Dn-1) nV2(hQ) and V^hy) is 1-LC at each point of h^.Dn~l) O V¿by) it is possible to modify the homotopies ft and g( given in Lemma 1 which retract Cl U ^bj uCl V2(hQ) onto Cl V2(hQ) and Cl U2(hy) UCl Vjièj) onto Cl V¿by), respectively, and to use radial engulfing (see Proposition 7 and Lemma 2 of [6] ). The result is that for any closed set Cj of Cl V2(hQ) and C2 of Cl V^by) suchthat C ,n V n hQ(Dn-1) =0=
C2 nVnh^D"-1) there are f/2-pushes F and G of (En, idD"-1)) fixed on Cj and C2, respectively such that F(vAhQ)) u G(V ¡ihA) 3 U. However, we can choose Cj and C2 so that V C Cj U C2 U 17 U NihiDk x (D""*-! -a'D"-*"1)),Ĉ F(V2d0))uG(V1d1))uN(è(Dfex(Dn-*-1-a'Dn-*-1)),e). Since F and G can be chosen to be fixed outside V, e can be chosen so small that G~ 1FhQilnt bDk x aDn~k-')CV jdj). Thus without loss of generality we may assume that hQ\ iDk -aDk) x Dn~k-l = hl \ iDk -aDk) x D"-*-1, ¿>0(lnt bDk x èD"-*-1) CVjíij), and dih., h) < 8. It is possible now to modify the homotopies constructed in Lemma 1 and use radial engulfing to construct f/2-pushes F' and G' of iEn, hiaDn~1)) fixed on hAiDk -bDk) x aDn~k-1) and on
3 V. Thus F'-lG'hAbDk x aD""*" !) C N if f is sufficiently small. But F'-xG' is fixed on bAiDk -èD*) x aDn-k~l) so F'~lG'bA.Dk x aD"'*-1) C AT.
Addendum to Lemma 2. In the case that hADk x èD"~*-1) fl V2(i.) =0 the f-push // can be constructed to be fixed on Cl V2ih^j. is an open set U CM such that A j U A C U and h | U can be approximated by locally flat embeddings. Let Py P2 and P, be polyhedral neighborhoods of A , A2, and AyT\A2 suchthat Pj n P2 C Pj C í/j n Uy PlCUv and P2 C U r Choose e < lAd\QiP2 -Py), Pj). Let 8 be given by Theorem 3 depending on e for h\ P . Then there is an e-push H of (Q, P,) such that Hh2 = h on P,. Now define / to be ^ on P, and Hh2 on Pr It is clear from e < d(Q(P2 -P ), Pj) that / is an embedding. 
